Sleep quality and the use of benzodiazepine hypnotics in general practice.
The aim of the study was to determine the usage patterns of benzodiazepine hypnotics, the use of other ways of improving sleep and general sleep characteristics in patients prescribed these drugs on a regular basis and in a control group of age- and sex-matched patients not receiving hypnotics. Patients receiving regular benzodiazepine hypnotic prescriptions and a control group matched for age and sex were identified from a general practice computer. They were interviewed in their own homes about their habits relating to sleep, hypnotic use and attitudes to sleep and hypnotics. None of the recommended methods of improving sleep differed significantly in frequency between the two groups or had an effect on sleep parameters. Only daytime napping was found to be slightly more frequent in hypnotic users, but had no apparent effect on self-estimates of sleep duration or latency. The hypnotic users claimed a longer sleep latency and a shorter sleep duration than non-users. More patients who took hypnotics also perceived them to be beneficial and more convenient than other ways of promoting sleep. The recommendation of sleep-promoting methods such as caffeine and alcohol avoidance and regular exercise may not be helpful in patients attempting to avoid hypnotics, as many patients already claim to use such methods.